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Abstract-An explicit finite difference scheme consisting of a predictor and a corrector has been developed 
and applied to solve some hyperbolic partial di!Terentiai equations (PDEs). The corrector is a convex-type 
function which is applied at each time level and at each mesh point. It consists of a parameter which may 
be estimated such that for large time steps the algorithm should remain stable and generate a fast speed of 
convergence tothe steady-slate solution. Some examples have been given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Explicit finite difference schemes are some of the simplest echniques to solve partial differen- 
tial equations. However, the primary limitation of such a method is caused by the stability 
criterion that requires time step to be smaller in comparison with the mesh size in general. 
Thus, if steady-state solution is of primary concern, the use of an explicit scheme with a small 
time step may not seem to be quite practical. 
The primary objective in this work is to combine a convex-type corrector with an explicit 
predictor such that a fast rate of convergence to the steady-state solution may be obtained 
which should be independent of time step. 
It has been found that such a corrector exists theoretically. Let an explicit, finite difference 
scheme be expressed as: 
Q”+’ = v + A@( V”) j=l,2,....J (1.1) 
where 
At = time step, q = V(Xj, t”) 
U” = ( u,“U2n,. . . u/y’. 
Let 
U” E DVn. 
If (1.1) is expressed in a matrix form as: 
u”+’ = AJT” (1.2) 
the necessary and sufficient condition for the stability of a calculation based on a constant ime 
step and proceeding indefinitely in time [l, P. 371 is: 
IIA,Il~ 1. (1.3) 
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Also, if p(A,) is the spectral radius of A,, and if 
~6%) 5 1. (1.4) 
there exists a norm [2, P. 441 such that (1.3) is true. Thus, (1.4) is a stability criterion for (1.1). 
The stability criterion generally shows restrictions on time steps so that the algorithm (1.1) 
may remain stable. If (1.1) is expressed as: 
q?+’ = Gj( U”) (1.5) 
a convex-type corrector for this is 
uj”+’ = (1 - n) Oj”+’ yjGj( On+‘)* (1.6) 
We assume that a steady-state solution exists; i.e. 
lim U” = U*. (1.7) 
n-e 
Our objective is to look for y1 such that the combined (1.5) and (1.6) forming a predictor- 
corrector algorithm will converge to U* at a very fast speed. 
We note that (1) if yi = 0, U;+’ = I$‘+‘, thus the corrector is ineffective; (2) if yj = 1, 
Uy+’ = Gj( U”+‘) which implies that the predictor is repeated at the corrector level; and (3) if 
0 < ‘yj < 1 the corrector is a convex function. We also note that such an algorithm does not 
give time-accurate r sults. 
2. Existence theorems 
Let us express the predictor (1.1) as: 
u ^“+‘=(I+AtF)U”. (2.1) 
Following (1.6) we now construct he corrector as: 
u “+‘=(I_r)ir”+‘+r(I+AtF)ir”+‘1 
=(I+AtI’F)ir”+’ 1 (2.2) 
where r is a matrix. 
We need to prove that there exists a unique I? for convergence to steady state. If 
convergence to steady state is found after n + 1 iterations 
U n+l = U* 
and 
F( U”+‘) = F( U*) = 0. 
We call F( U”) the residual after n iterations. Now, 
implies: 
where 
F( U”+‘) = 0 
F( U”+’ + AtIp”) = 0 
F ‘-n+’ = F( ++I). 
(2.3) 
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We assume )JAtIfi’“+‘Ij is small.on D where F: D+D. We also assume that F is Frechet- 
differentiable for all U” E D. 
Expanding (2.3) and neglecting terms after the second term: 
$“+I + (p”+‘),(ArI#,‘+‘) =0 
since 
P”‘#O 
the result is true if we choose I such that: 
Z + (Z++‘)‘AtI = 0. 
This gives 
I = -At-@‘J+l)f]-l 
which is true if (@“+I)’ is nonsingular VU” E D. If F is linear, for a steady state 
F . [(I + AtI’F) . tin+‘] = 0 
where F is a matrix. Let us assume that F is nonsingular. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
This can be made true if we choose r such that 
F+AtFrF =0 
or 
r = -At-‘F-‘. (2.6) 
which is a unique I. Thus we have: 
THEOREM 1 
If F: D+D, ((AtTF(D)I( 
D. there exist a onA’ 
is small and the Frechet-derivative of F exists and is nonsingular in 
ED and a linear mapping I: DdD such that (2.4) (or (2.6) is true and 
F( U”+‘) = 0 thereby giving the steady-state solution, U* = U*+‘. 
If F is linear, since I is also linear we could find a relation between their eigenvalues. 
Let us assume that both F and I operate on the same normed linear space having the 
same eigenvectors. If the predictor-corrector (2.1) with (2.2) has a faster rate of convergence 
than the predictor (2.1) itself, then: 
))(I + AtI’F)(Z + AtF)]i 5 111 +AtFIt. 
This is true if 
or if 
/(I + Atl-F(( 5 1 
IA~(Z +AjI’F)I 5 1 Vj (2.8) 
(2.7) 
where Aj(A) = the eigenvalues of a matrix A. 
Let F be nonsingular, since F and r have the same eigenvectors: 
Aj(TF) = Ai( hi(F) 
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Let 
Let 
be real. ‘Thus 
and (2.8) is true, if 
when-[j is real and 
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Aj(Z + AtTF) = 1 + AtyjQ 
1 1 _.- 
Yj = -At tj 
Yjsw& 
I J 
(2.9 
(2.10) 
if ti is complex and is given by 
THEOREM 2
If F is linear and F and r have the same eigenvectors the predictor-corrector scheme has a 
faster rate of convergence if eigenvalues of r (assumed to be real) denoted by yj are given in 
terms of the eigenvalues of F by eqns (2.9) or (2.10). 
If the explicit method fails, a unique r still exists such that for some norm on D: 
/(Z + AtZ’F)(Z + AtF)IJ s 1. (2.11) 
Let 
Then (2.11) is valid if: 
or if 
/L = l/((Z + AS{/. 
(II + AtrFll I /J 
Jhj(Z + Atf’F)] 5 CL vj 
) 1 + Athj(T)Aj(F)I 5 /J. 
We again assume that hi(r) = yj is real. 
If ,+(F) = 5, is complex and ti = vi + i&, then (2.14) is true if 
Ayf+ Byj+CsO. 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
where 
(2.16) 
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B = 2Ahtqj 
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(2.17) 
c= 1-I**. (2.18) 
Assuming .$#O, if (Y and p are the roots of 
A$+Byj+C=O 
LY and j3 are known and the bounds for yj are then known. 
3. SOME SIMPLE APPLICATIONS 
It is rather trivial to verify these theorems if we consider the examples: I(, + U, = 0; 
u(x, 0) = e”; ~(0, t) = e-’ (exact solution is u(x, t) = exp (x - t)), and approximate u, by Euler’s 
forward formula and u, by an upwind scheme. Then the difference scheme is given by 
u n+’ = AU”, U” = (U,“, . . . U,“)7 and A is a lower triangular matrix of the form B(a, b, 0) 
that can be easily inverted so that r will be given by (2.6). Thus, convergence to steady state 
may be found in one iteration. 
For nonlinear problems, using the Frechet-derivative to compute r given in (2.4) means 
inverting the matrix whose Jacobian is WaU, at U = o”+’ . This is the principle of linearization 
and to understand that this principle is effective, we may consider inviscid Burgers’equation 
u, + uu, = 0. u(x, 0) = x, u(0, f) = 0. 
The analytical solution is u(x, t) = x/(1 + t). 
If u, is approximated by a forward difference formula and u, by an upwind scheme the 
predictor-corrector schemes (2.1) and (2.2) have 
IgU”) =g vi”(lJi”_, - vi”) 
$+(V:_,-2u,“). 
I 
These are the eigenvalues of aF/aU” and hence the eigenvalues of @“+I) are (a~/XJ”)~r+~ 
j=1,2 , . . .I. Then from (2.9) 
Here, it is clear that -yr is a space-time-dependent parameter and is affected by both initial and 
boundary conditions. 
4. NONLINEAR SECOND-ORDER HYPERBOLIC PDE 
Let us consider the one-dimensions1 motion of a shock. The equation is the same as the 
inviscid Burgers’ equation (mentioned before), expressed in terms of the velocity potential C#J. 
Thus. 
u=a~/lax=&. (3.1) 
Then, in the conservative form, the equation is 
Since we are interested only in the steady-state solution, instead of using (3.2) we may use: 
41, +(4x% =0. (3.3) 
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Let the initial-boundary conditions be given as: 
Initial conditions: 
4(x,0)=x if ,x51/4 
=-x/3 +xX/3 if x > l/4. 1 
(3.4) 
Boundary conditions: 
440,t) = w , 0 = 0 
(3.5) 
4x(0,0 = 1. 
The weak solutions to be found as t-m is 
4(x)=x if x50.5 
i 
(3.6) 
= l-x if x>OS. 
The residual (b,‘), is identically zero when steady-state is found. 
The code is written is such a way that it records the steady-state solution when at some t, 
maxlR;l < 10e4 max /RPj 
i i 
(3.7) 
where Rr = residual at X, tn, and R/ = residual at X, to (initial residual). In fluid dynamics, this 
model represents a moving shock which moves from an unsteady state given by (3.4) to the 
steady state (3.6). 
A difference scheme for (3.3) may be expressed as: 
S,,# + Dfi" = 0. (3.8) 
where 
fi” = f(4x”)j. 
S,, = (Ax At)-‘(E, - l)(l - EC’). 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
and E is the shift operator, defined by 
Et(dy) = Et[4(Xj, tn)] = (b(~j, tn + At) = #j”+‘* 
Then, 
The flow moves from supersonic to subsonic. If I& < 0 (subsonic) central differences were used 
to approximate Df; and if q& > 0 (supersonic) backward differences were used for the same 
approximation. Using the principle of Murman-Cole switching as discussed in [31 we express 
D.yfi” = AX-‘[(l - ~i)(.f~+l/~-f~-\/~J+ ‘j-\(f~-l!?- fY_3/JI (3.12) 
where 
ej = 0 if ,$T+, <&y_, (subsonic) 
= 1 if by+, > dy-, (supersonic). 
Now, 
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f;” = (I$;~,’ =Ax-~(~;+,,~ - &,2)‘. 
Using (3.13) in (3.12) and substituting this along with (3.11) in (3.8) we get: 
#+’ = $7:; + &” - +;-, + At&&) 
where 
&(d”) = -Ax-~[(~ - EJ(#+, - &)(&+, - 249” + &,) 
Thus (3.14) may now be a predictor expressed as: 
#+’ = 4” + At(l- A)-‘F(c$“) (3.16) 
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(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
where A = B(- 1, 0, 0) = a band matrix with all elements null excepting those on the lower 
diagonal which are all equal to - 1. A corrector may now be expressed as: 
4 “+’ = &‘+I + AtT(I - I’A)-‘F(&‘+‘). (3.17) 
For a linearized stability analysis we need to find a norm such that 
for convergence. Such an analysis is yet to be done. 
The method was developed and applied computationally by the first author. He wrote the 
code in BASIC using TRS-80 color microcomputer (16K) and added a simple subroutine 
applying a geometrical curve simulation code [4] for a graphical display of the results. The 
author recorded various results with Ax = 0.05 and varying At and y (the convex parameter) 
where instead of (3.17) the corrector used was: 
g+’ = #‘+I + At (I- Y Y A)-‘F(,$“+‘). (3.18) 
The results are shown in Table 1. 
He observed that in some cases (Ax = 0.05, At = 0.07, or At = 0.06) serve instabilities 
generated by the predictor were corrected by the convex corrector for some y as shown in Fig. 
3. 
Table 1. Time steps for steady-state solutions with various vi and AI 
0.0 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 1.0 
0.01 
0.02 
0.025 
0.03 
0.04 
0.05 
0.06 
0.07 
62 62 60 
26 25 25 
18 19 22 
24 17 21 
Failed Failed 33 
Failed Failed Failed 
Failed Failed Failed 
Failed Failed Failed 
60 62 63 
31 34 38 
26 29 32 
26 28 32 
32 30 28 
48 31 25 
112 31 Failed 
Failed 39 Failed 
67 
41 
38 
34 
34 
Failed 
Failed 
Failed 
74 80 523 
48 45 Failed 
41 38 Failed 
36 94 Failed 
34 Failed Failed 
Falled Failed Failed 
Failed Failed Failed 
Failed Failed Failed 
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Fig. 1. Profiles of 0(x, 1) attaining the steady state; Ax = 0.05, At = 0.05, y = 0.2. 
Fig. 2. Protiles of 4(x, r) showing the starting of instabilities after three time steps (corrector is taken out); 
Ax = 0.05, AT = 0.05, y = 0.0. 
0 1 x 
Fig. 3. Profiles of 4(.x, 1) showing severe instabilities which were corrected by the corrector as the 
steady-state was approached (Ax = 0.05, Al = 0.07, y = 0. IS) after 39 time steps. 
A proper justification of the results in this table is yet to be done. However, it may be seen 
that for certain values of y and At this code demonstrates a rather fast speed of convergence to 
the steady-state solution. 
The results for At = 0.05 (Ax = 0.05) ri = y = 0.2 are given in Fig. 1 and those for y = 0 (with 
the same Ax and At) are given in Fig. 2, respectively. 
LTRAN 2 developed by Ballhaus and Steger [3] is possibly the fastest implicit code for this 
problem. The AF2 implicit code[3] and the time-accurate implicit code by Dey[5] are also 
available for this problem. In all these codes variable time steps were used to accelerate the rate 
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of convergence. Applying these codes it has been found in general that while LTRAN2 took 
about 20 iterations to converge to the steady state, the other two codes took more than 100 
iterations to obtain the same results. 
The results obtained so far for this nonlinear problem are computional. Unless a proper 
mathematical explanation is found with regard to these results the true understanding of the 
effectiveness of the present predictor-corrector scheme will remain incomplete. Since the 
problem is nonlinear, a nonlinear stability analysis as given in[6] may be done here. 
Works on this topic are now in progress and suggestions from other researchers are 
welcome. 
5. A CONCLUDING REMARK 
This is a preliminary work. 
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